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a professional mind mapping application as its name, edraw
mindmaster professional delivers a professional set of tools that
enhance the productivity and improves the workflow. it is a very
powerful application with a straightforward user interface and self-
explaining options that improve business productivity. create
professional mind maps and visualize ideas, edraw mindmaster pro
comes with a professional environment with straightforward options
that improve productivity. the users can visualize the ideas and work
in a more innovative manner. it provides a very straightforward
environment with friendly options that make it easy for the novices to
operate the application. edraw mindmaster brings you an elegant
user interface to organize ideas and information into a mind map with
an enjoyable experience. the ribbon interface fits for common using
habits of most users which doesn't take time to study. you can create
mind maps super fast with intuitive function panel icons as well as
quick keyboard shortcuts. mind mapping and concept mapping
software, mindmapping can be used in a number of ways to create a
mind map. it is a great tool for brainstorming, information gathering,
creative thinking, planning, and project management. it's easy to
create mind maps, and you can group similar ideas or tasks together.
to create a mind map you simply make lists, draw lines between and
around ideas, and change the hierarchy in which the items are
placed. mind map are good for brainstorming. it is a tool that helps
people to visualize the connection between a group of ideas. using
mind mapping software is a great way to sort out your thoughts and
get them organized into a logical order. it is a great tool for
brainstorming, information gathering, creative thinking, planning,
and project management. creating a mind map is as easy as making
a list. you simply make lists, draw lines between and around ideas,
and change the hierarchy in which the items are placed.
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in windows explorer, click open or file and choose the open option. in
the open dialog, navigate to the folder where you want to save the

file, type a name for it in the file name box, and then click ok.
www.edrawmindmap.com mindmaster is a cross-platform and multi-

functional mind mapping software, which is newly released by
edrawsoft. it provides effective mind mapping solutions for

brainstorming, knowledge management, business planning, note-
taking, and project management. users will be surprised by the wide

range of impressive features, including user-friendly interface,
abundant layout options, exquisite icons, high-quality preset themes,
import and export and a large variety of templates. the program also
has many other collaboration capabilities such as task assignment,

gantt view, comment, and cloud teamwork. what's more, its
presentation function is fantastic. you can choose to turn the map

branches into slideshows automatically or present the whole map as
a big picture and traverse topics one by one. mindmaster offers a
free version which meets the needs of most people, and the pro

version allows users to have access to more advanced functions like
high dpi support, cloud collaboration, etc. mindmaster has gained a

worldwide reputation since it's released, and it aims to be a top mind
mapping tool with advanced functions and rich user experience. hello

mindmup. this is a mind map in html5 and web browser. i want to
map my idea for the future. so i made this, you can open it in your
web browser. i made it with mindmup.com(it's free). this is a mind

map of my idea for the future. i want to map my idea for the future,
and share it with other people. this is the first map i've made with

mindmup.com. if you like it, please share it. here is the link to see the
map in your web browser. 5ec8ef588b
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